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1. Introduction. Class A*. In the study of approximation to a function

F(9) of the real variable 0 by trigonometric polynomials Tn(9) of order w,

Lipschitz conditions of order a (0<a<l) play a central role, for a necessary

and sufficient condition that F(9) (assumed to have the period 2ir) can be

uniformly approximated on the interval 0^0 ¿2ir by trigonometric poly-

nomials Tn(6) with the degree of approximation 1/«" is that F(6) satisfy a

Lipschitz condition of order a. This proposition is false in the case a = X, and

no requirement on a modulus of continuity is necessary and sufficient in that

case. Recently Zygmund [l](2) has replaced the Lipschitz condition of order

1 by the condition

(1.1) \F(8 + S) +F(8 - 8) - 2F(d)\ g M \s\,

where M is independent (3) of B and 5; the class A* is the class of all continuous

functions F(6) of period 2ir which satisfy (1.1). Zygmund proves an elegant

and important result:

Theorem 1.1. 4 necessary and sufficient condition that a function F(6)

with period 2w can be uniformly approximated by trigonometric polynomials

Tn(9) with the degree of approximation X/n is that F(9) belong to A*.

Likewise in the theory of approximation to an analytic function f(z) by

polynomials irn(z) of degree « in the complex variable z, Lipschitz conditions

continue to play a central role; if C is an analytic Jordan curve, a necessary

and sufficient condition that/(z) analytic interior to C and continuous in the

corresponding closed region C can be uniformly approximated in C by poly-

nomials irn(z) with the degree of approximation 1/«" (0<a<l) is that/(z)

satisfy in C a Lipschitz condition of order a. Again the case a = 1 is known to

be exceptional. It is the primary purpose of the present paper to treat this

case a — X, and to show that the analogue of condition (1.1) provides a neces-

sary and sufficient condition that/(z) can be uniformly approximated in C by

polynomials tt„(z) with the degree of approximation 1/«. Closely related to
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approximation to analytic functions is approximation to harmonic (4) func-

tions by harmonic polynomials; we show that here too condition (1.1) is of

similar importance. The two topics of approximation, to analytic functions

by polynomials in the complex variable and to harmonic functions by har-

monic polynomials, are unified and integrated in a recent paper [Walsh,

Sewell, and Elliott 1 ] ; the methods there developed with suitable modifica-

tion are the chief methods on approximation used in the present paper.

The writers are indebted to Professor Zygmund for having drawn their

attention to the possible application of his results to the problem of ap-

proximation in the complex domain.

We introduce

Definition 1.1. 7,e¿ C be a rectifiable Jordan curve, and let k (^0) be given.

Let the function f(z) be analytic interior to C, continuous in C, and let the kth

derivative f-k) (z) = F(s) exist on C in the one-dimensional sense, where s denotes

arc-length. Let F(s) be continuous on C and satisfy the condition

(1.2) \F(s+ h) +F(s- h) - 2F(s)\ g M\ h\;

then f(z) is said to belong to class Z\ on C(5).

Of course/(0,(s) indicates the original function f(z). We denote the class Z°A

by ZA-

It follows [Walsh, Sewell, and Elliott 1, Theorem 2.2] that if f(z)EZA
on a rectifiable Jordan curve C whose arc and chord are infinitesimals of the

same order (in the sense that As/Az is uniformly bounded on C) that/(t)(z)

exists and is continuous on C in the two-dimensional sense.

The behavior of functions of class ZA under differentiation and integration

is immediately verified—the single-valuedness of the indefinite integral of

f(z) on C is a consequence of a general form of Cauchy's integral theorem—

Theorem 1.2. Let C be a rectifiable Jordan curve whose arc and chord are in-

finitesimals of the same order; if f(z)EZ¿, k^l, on C then f'(z)EZA~1 on C;

iff(z)EZA on C, k^O, then the indefinite integral of f(z) belongs to ZA+1 on C.

To be explicit as to our results, in §2 we study the intrinsic properties of

functions of class Z\ on the unit circle, with reference to their real and pure

imaginary parts, and also study the extension of (1.2) to the closed region

\z\ ¡gl. In §3 we study these properties of class Z\ on a more general curve

C. In §4 we show for C an analytic Jordan curve that f(z) can be uniformly

(4) In considering a harmonic function or harmonic polynomial the qualification real is

understood. A polynomial in z of degree » is a function of the form 2-"_o a>z'' a harmonic

polynomial of degree n is the real part of such a function.

(6) It is of course possible in Definition 1.1 to require a condition of form (1.2) on dkf(z)/dsk

rather than on fU)(z) = F(s). This modification of Definition 1.1 would be, however, no great

advantage in Theorem 4.1, and would be a disadvantage in proving Theorems 4.4 and 4.5.

The two requirements are equivalent if C is sufficiently smooth; compare Theorem 3.6 and its

proof. The letter k will always denote an integer; through Theorem 5.2 we assume k^O.
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approximated in C by polynomials in z of degree « with degree of approxima-

tion l/«*+1 when and only when /(z) £Z¿ on C. Let G(x, y) denote Green's

function for the exterior of C with pole at infinity, and let Cr denote the level

curve G(x, y) =log 2?(>0) exterior to C. In §5 we study the relation between

functions of class Z\ on Cr and degree of approximation on C.

We mention for future use other properties of class A*. From Theorem 1.1

Zygmund proves

Theorem 1.3. A function F(9) of class A* satisfies a Lipschitz condition of

arbitrary order a, 0 <a < 1.

It is clear that a function F(9) with period 2ir which satisfies a Lipschitz

condition of order unity is of class A*.

Zygmund also establishes

Theorem 1.4. If F(9) belongs to A*, so does the function conjugate to F(9),

Some further properties of class A* are needed in the sequel. The class is

closed under multiplication:

Theorem 1.5. If the functions Fi(9) and F2(9) belong to class A*, so also does

the product F(9) = Fi(9) ■ F2(9).

The function F(9) is continuous and possesses the period 2ir. By Theorem

1.1 there exist trigonometric polynomials Tin(9) and T2„(9) of respective de-

grees « such that for all 6, | Fx(9) - Tln(9) | £Li/n, \Fi(9)-T2n(9)\ ^L2/n.

The function F2(6) is bounded, and the polynomials Tin(9) are uniformly

bounded, so we have for all 9

| Fi(6)F2(6) - F2(8)Tm(d) | :g L3/n,    \ F2(0)Fln(0) - Tm(d)T2n(6) \ ^ Li/n,

| F(6) - Tm(d)Tm(d) | ^ (Lz + JQ/n.

From the usual formulas for the product of two sines or cosines it follows

that the product Tin(9)Ti„(9) is a trigonometric polynomial of order 2«, so

(1.1) follows by Theorem 1.1, and Theorem 1.5 is established.

Theorem 1.6. If Fi(9) and F2(9) belong to class A*, and if Fi(9) does not

vanish, the quotient F(9) =F2(0)/Fi(0) also belongs to A*.

By Theorem 1.5 it is sufficient to consider the case F2(0) = 1. We write

r        1 1 2    "I
Fi(0 + h)Fi(8 - h)Fi(6)-H-

lFi(e+h)       Fi(6-h)       Fi(0) J

■ Fi(O)Fi(0 - k) + Fi(0)F!(0 + h) - 2Fi(6 + h)Fi(8 - h)

- Fi(d) [Fi(d +h)+ Fi(d - h) - 2Fi(d)]

- { [Fi(d + h)]2 + [Fi(6 - h)]2 - 2[Fi(6)]2) + [Fi(0 + A) - Fx(0 - h)]2.
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Each term of this last member is seen to be in absolute value not greater than

L\h\, where L is suitably chosen: the first term by the hypothesis (1.1) on

7"i(0) ; the second term by Theorem 1.5; the third term by virtue of Theorem

1.3 with a = 1/2. Theorem 1.6 now follows from the boundedness of l/Fi(0).

2. Class Z\. Unit circle. In the definition of class ZA where C is the unit

circle, condition (1.2) is equivalent to an asymptotic condition on/(*+2)(z):

Theorem 2.1. A necessary and sufficient condition that f(z) EZ\ on

is thatf(z) be analytic in \z\ < 1 and (z = reie)

1

< 1.(2.1) | ßk+2>(z) | ^ 7/(1 - r),

Set f»(z) = U(z)+iV(z). lif(z)EZA on  |l|-1, then  U(eie) and   V(e*)

belong to class A*. Hence [Zygmund 1, Theorem 13] we have for 0O<l

(2.2)
ô2/(*)(re«)

ad2

d2U(reie)

dd2
+

â2V(reie)

dd2 1 - r

Furthermore, /<*+»(z) = -(\/z2)(d2f<-»/dö2-idf™/dd). From the boundedness

of /<*>(z) in |z|ál we obtain [Sewell 1, Theorem 5.2.4] \df™(re»)/dO\

^L2/(l—r). Hence we have

[/(*+«(z) á (7i + 72)A2(1

^ V(l - r),

r), 0 < r < 1;

0 < r < 1.

Conversely, suppose/(z) is analytic in \z <1 and that inequality (2.1)

is satisfied. Inequality (2.1) implies |/(*+1,(z) 2=-£V(l— r), r<i. Thus from

the equation d2f»/dd2= -z2/<*+2>(z) -z/<*+"(z), we obtain \d2f™/dd2\

íkLs/(\—r). The sufficiency of condition (2.1) follows from Zygmund [l,

Theorem 13] applied to d2U/d02 and d2V/d62.

We make now

Definition 2.1. 7,e¿ s denote arc-length measured along a rectifiable Jordan

curve C. The function u(z) is said to belong to class Zk on C if u(z) is harmonic

interior to C, continuous in C, and dku/dsk= U(s) exists, is continuous on C, and

satisfies on C the condition

| U(s + h)+ U(s - h) - 2U(s) | ^ L \ h \.

We denote the class Z° by Z.

To relate the classes Zk and ZA for the case that C is the unit circle we

prove

Theorem 2.2. A necessary and sufficient condition that f(z)=u(z)-sriv(z)

belong to class Z\on\z\—\ is that u(z) belong to class Zk on \z\ =1.

For k = 0, the necessity of the condition is immediate, by separation of

f(z) into real and pure imaginary parts. In proving the sufficiency, it follows

from Theorem 1.3 that u(z) satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order a, 0 <a < 1,
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on \z\ =1, then from a well known theorem due to Privaloff that v(z) is con-

tinuous^) in \z\ jkl, and finally from Theorem 1.4 that z>(z)£A* on \z\ =1;

thus f(z)GZ a.
For JfeSïl, the necessity of the condition follows at once from the equa-

tion(7) d*«(z)/30* = 9î[£î=i CjZ'fu)(z)], \z\ =1, where the c¡ are constants,

since [Walsh, Sewell, and Elliott 1, Theorem 2.l]/0)(z), Ql¿jíkk — X, satisfies

a Lipschitz condition of order unity on \z\ =1. The function dkv/d9k is conju-

gate to dku/d9k; thus if tt£Z* on |z| =1, then v(£Zk on |z| =1. Hence the

sufficiency follows from the equation/(4) (z) =z~kYl>j=i dj(d'f/d9'), \z\ =1, the

d¡ being constants, since d'f/d9>, O^j^k — X, satisfies a Lipschitz condition

of order unity.

For the unit circle condition (1.2) is equivalent to the corresponding con-

dition in the closed region:

Theorem 2.3. Let f(z) be analytic interior to y: \z\ =1 and continuous on

y. A necessary and sufficient condition thatf(z) ÇlZa on y is

I /(*) + f(l) - 2/[(z + f)/2] | à 11 z - t\,(2.3) SI.     Í  S i.

To prove the necessity of the condition we establish (2.3) first for both

z and ¡T on y :

y(ei(*+«)) + /(<,»(*-*>) - 2/(e4* cos t

sin 0

f(en<t>+ti)) + /(e¿c*-e>) - 2f(e^)

+ 2

0 sin 0

/(e¿* cos 0)

sin 0
á Mi

here we make the choice O¿0^7r/2, which implies the g'eneral inequality

2|0| i=7r|sin 9\, and we make use of (1.2); by Theorem 1.3, f(z) satisfies on 7

a Lipschitz condition of order 3/4, so [Sewell 1, Theorem 1.2.7] f(z) also

satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order 3/4 in y :

*) - f(e^ cos 0) I ^ Mi\ X - cos 0|3'4 = Mi[2 sin2 (0/2)]3'4

^ 2-3'4ilfi| 0|3/2.

f(e

We next establish (2.3) for f fixed on y but z interior to 7. The function

/(2)+/(f)-2/[(z+f)/2]
F,(z)

r
(6) If two functions are conjugate in a region and continuous in the corresponding closed

region, we say that the functions are conjugate in the closed region.

(') $R[f(z)] denotes the real part of F(z); $[F(z)] denotes the imaginary part of F(z) di-

vided by i.
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is analytic for \z\ <1, and continuous for \z\ ¿I except for z = f. This func-

tion is bounded for z on 7, as we have just shown, except that 7f(f) is not

defined. By the Lipschitz condition of order a (0<a<l) on/(z) in y we have

|/(z)-/[0 + r)/2]| szi|i-r|«,
i/(r) -/[(« + f)/2]| Ê£i|«-f|-,     1^(2)1 ¿z2|s-f|«-i.

It is a consequence of this last inequality and the Phragmen-Lindelöf prin-

ciple [for example, Nevanlinna 1, p. 43] that a bound of T^z) for z on y

(z^f) is also a bound for z in y; this bound (say B) can be chosen to be inde-

pendent of f.
To continue the proof of Theorem 2.3 we consider F¡(z) for z fixed interior

to 7; then Fr(z) is an analytic function of f for f interior to y, even in the point

f = z if suitably defined there; moreover Ft(z) is continuous for f in 7. We have

just proved | Fr(z)\ gB for f on 7, so this same inequality is valid for f in

7, and this completes the proof of the necessity of condition (2.3).

Conversely, if condition (2.3) is satisfied, then f(z)EZA on 7, for

y(ei(*+9>) + /(e«*-»)) _ 2/(e£*)

/(e¿(*+«>) + /(e<(«-»>) - 2/(6** cos 0)

sin 0

sin 0

+ 2
y(e¡*) _ y(eí* cos ö)

0
g Mz;

the inequality | (sin 0)/0|gl together with the hypothesis implies the

boundedness of the first term in the second member; from (2.3) it follows that

/(re**) satisfies a'condition of form (1.2) on Ogrgl, and hence by Theorem

1.3 (see below) the function/(re**) satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order 3/4

in r ; we note on examining Zygmund's proof of Theorem 1.3 that the constant

involved in the Lipschitz condition may be chosen to be independent of fa:

thus

/(e**) - /(e** cos 0) J g M41 1 - cos 013/4 g Mt \ 0 3/2

Hence Theorem 2.3 is established.

This application of Theorem 1.3, to show that/(re**) satisfies a Lipschitz

condition in r, involves the as yet unproved fact that if a continuous function

F(0) satisfies condition (1.1) uniformly on Oi£0g0o, then F(d) satisfies there

a Lipschitz condition of arbitrary order a (0<a<l). In the proof we assume

6o = v, F(0) — F(tt) =0; this involves no loss of generality, for hypothesis and

conclusion are not effectively altered if we add to F(6) a suitable linear func-
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tion of 0. We introduce the definition F(-0) = -F(0), 0^0 Sir. Given

0^9Stt/2, O^ô^tt/2, 0gS, we have by (1.1) and the equation F(0)=0,

| F(8 - 0) + F(8 + 0) - 2F(5) | g MB,

| F(2S - 20) - 2F(5 - 0) | ^ M(8 - 0),

| F(20) - 2F(0) ] ^ M6,

| -F(20) - F(25 - 20) + 2F(5) | ^ M | 8 - 20 |,

whence by the equation F(è—9)= —F(9 — ô),

(2.4)     I F(0 + 8) + F(0 - 5) - 2F(0) | ^ If [20 + (8 - 6) + | 8 - 20 | ].

In the case 20^5, the second member of (2.4) reduces to il7(25—0), which is

not greater than 2Í175; in the case 0^5<20 the second member of (2.4) re-

duces to 3Ü70, which is not greater than 3Í175. Thus the extended F(0) satisfies

in the interval — ir^B^ir a condition of form (1.1) with M replaced by 3M,

for 0 :£ h Stt/2. It then follows readily that if F(0) is further extended so as to

possess the period 27r, this final F(0) is of class A*; Theorem 1.3 applies. Inci-

dentally, it follows now by addition of a suitable broken-line function of

class A* that the original F(6) defined merely in the interval 0^0 Sir but with-

out assuming F(0) = F(ir) = 0 can be extended so as to be of class A*.

Zygmund [l, p. 64] relates condition (1.2) to higher differences. From his

results we may conclude: Let f(z) be analytic in \z\ <X and continuous in

\z\ al. 4 necessary and sufficient condition that f(z)ÇiZ\ on \z\ =1 is that

\F[d+(k+2)h]-Ck+2,iF[d+(k+X)h]+ ••• + (-l)*+2F(0)| £L¡ h\k+\

where f(eie) = F(9).

From Theorems 1.5 and 1.6 it follows directly that when C is the unit

circle the class Za is closed under multiplication and is closed under division

by nonvanishing functions; we do not emphasize these results here, for they

apply (Theorem 3.3) also to more general Jordan curves C.

3. Class Z\. More general curves. We establish in this section properties

of functions which belong to the class Z\ on a curve more general than the

unit circle.

Theorem 3.1. In Definition 1.1, inequality (1.2) is equivalent to the inequality

(3.1) \F(s+ hi)+F(s- h2) -2F(s)\ S Mi\ hx\,

for all hi and h2 with \ hi — h2 \ a ̂  La \ hi \, 0 < a < X, where Mi and La are suitably

chosen.

Condition (1.2) is an obvious consequence of (3.1), even if we assume (3.1)

merely for a single value of a ; we proceed to show that if a and La are given,

then Mi depending on La exists so that (1.2) implies (3.1) if | hi — h2\a^La\ hi\.
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It follows from Theorem 1.3 and (1.2) that F(s) satisfies on C a Lipschitz con-

dition of order a : | F (s/) - F(s2) | ¿ Ma | sx - s2 \ a, whence | F(s - h2) - F(s - h/) |

^Ma\hi-h2\a. We have

| F(s + hi) + F(s - h2) - 27(i) j

g | F(s + hi) + F(s - h) - 2F(s) \+\F(s- h2) - F(s - hi) |

g M J hi J + LaMa \h\,

so (3.1) follows if we choose Mi = M+LaMa.

We study next the invariance of (1.2) under transformation:

Theorem 3.2. Let f(x), continuous and periodic with period a, satisfy a

condition of form (1.2). Setf(x)=F(y), where x = x(y) is a one-to-one transforma-

tion of the interval O^y^b onto the interval O^x^afor which x'(y) exists and

satisfies a Lipschitz condition of some positive order a. We assume x(0)=0,

x(y+b) =x(y)+a. Then F(y) satisfies a condition of form (1.2) with respect to y.

We write

F(y I   /■ ) + F(y - h) 2F(y)

h

f[x(y +h)]+ f[x(y - h)] - 2f[x(y)]

(3.2)

f[x(y+h)]+f[x(y - h)]- 2f([x(y+h) + x(y - h)]/2)

x(y +

[x(y+ h) - x(y- h)]/2

x(y - h) I

2h

+ 2
f([x(y+h) + x(y - h)]/2) ~ f[x(y)]

h

Since x'(y) is continuous, x(y) satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order

unity; hence it follows from the hypothesis on/(x) that the first term in the

last member of (3.2) is bounded. Furthermore, f(x) satisfies by Theorem 1.3 a

Lipschitz condition of order 1/(1 +a). Thus (we use the Lipschitz condition

on x'(s))

f([x(y+ h) + x(y - h)]/2) - f[x(y)]

< L
x(y + h) + x(y - h) - 2x(y) |,/('+«)

L
/• v+h Wit) - *'(r h)]d{

l/U+a)

g LLi.

Hence Theorem 3.2 follows.
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Since/(x) satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order (2+a)/(2 +2a) we obtain

similarly: 7« addition to the hypothesis of Theorem 3.2 suppose [f(x+h)

-\-f(x — h)—2f(x)]/h approaches zero uniformly as h approaches zero. Then

[F(y-\-h)-\-F(y — h) —2F(y)]/h approaches zero uniformly as h approaches zero.

The class Za is closed under multiplication, and under division by a non-

vanishing function of the class :

Theorem 3.3. Let C be a rectifiable Jordan curve. Suppose f(z) and g(z)

belong to the class Za on C. Then Fi(z) =/(z) ■ g(z) belongs to the class Za on C.

Furthermore, iff(z) ¿¿0 in C, then F2(z) = [g(z)/f(z) ] belongs to the class Za on C.

The analyticity interior to C and continuity in C of Fi(z) and Fi(z) are

clear. That Fi(z) and F2(z), when expressed as functions of arc-length 5, satisfy

a condition of form (1.2) follows from Theorems 1.5 and 1.6.

Let C be a Jordan curve lying in the z-plane and let z = x(w) map | w\ < 1

one-to-one and conformally onto the interior of C. With this notation we in-

troduce

Definition 3.1.4 curve Cis said to be of Type Gif Cis a Jordan curve such

that x'(w) exists, is different from zero, and satisfies a Lipschitz condition of some

positive order a on \w\ =1.

Definition 3.1 is independent of the particular mapping function x(w)

chosen.

The class Z\ is invariant under suitable conformai transformation:

Theorem 3.4. Let C be a curve of Type G; suppose x(w)£Za on \w\ — !•

7f/(z)£-Z* on C, then F(w)ÇEZ\ on \w\ =1, where F(w) =f[x(w)]- Conversely,

if F(w)EZA on \w\ =1, thenf(z)EZA on C.

Set w = reie; let s denote arc-length measured along C; let s = s(6), 9 = 9(s).

Since ds(9)/d9= |x'(w)| and d9(s)/ds — X/\x'(w)\, from the hypothesis on C

it follows that s'(0) and 9'(s) exist and satisfy a Lipschitz condition of some

positive order a. Hence for the case k = 0, Theorem 3.4 is an immediate conse-

quence of Theorem 3.2.

Suppose k^X. Let /(z)G^l on C. By Theorem 3.2 the function

dkf[x(ei9)]/dzk satisfies a condition of form (1.2) in 0. From the uniform

boundedness on C of |/(i)(z)| and the hypothesis on C we infer that /Ci)(z),

OSjúk — X, satisfies on | w\ =1 a Lipschitz condition in 0 of order unity and

hence a condition in 9 of form (1.2); for example we have with Zj = x(ei6>)'-

I /<*-»(zi) - /i*-1'^) | û  f %| /(*>(z) | ds
J 'I

S M f 11 x'(w) | de S MMi j 0i - 021.

The first half of Theorem 3.4 now follows from Theorem 3.3 and the equations
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F'(w) =/'(z)-x'M,

F"(w) = f"(z) [x'(w)]2 + f'(z) ■ x"(w),

The proof for k ^ 1 of the second part of Theorem 3.4 is analogous and will

be omitted.

We next extend Theorem 2.1. Let w = ß(z) be the function inverse to

z = x(w). Let CT denote the curve |ß(z)| =r, 0<r<l, interior to C.

Theorem 3.5. 7,e¿ C be a curve of Type G. A necessary and sufficient condi~

lion that f(z) EZ\ on C is that f(z) be analytic interior to C and

(3.3) |/(*+2)(z)| ÚL/(l - r), zonCT,0<r<l.

Set dkf[x(w)]/dzk = F(w); suppose w = reie. If f(z)EZA on C then by

Theorem 3.4, F(w) EZA on \w\ =1. Hence by Theorem 2.1 we have | F"(w) \

áf/(l-r). It follows that | F'(w)\ ^Mx-\-M\\og (l-r)| gil72(l-r)-<",

where a is the constant of Definition 3.1. Furthermore, by a result due to

Hardy and Littlewood [see, for example, Sewell 1, Theorem 1.2.1] we have

\x"(w)\^Mz(i-r)"-\ Thus (3.3) follows from the equation /<*+»(z)

= F"(w) [x'(w)]-2-F'(w)x"(w) [x'(w)]-*.
Now suppose (3.3) is satisfied; for z on Cr we have

! /<*+1)(z) J á | /<*+1)[x(0)] | + f '   I /(*+2>« \\dz\

^Li + L fr[\x'(Peie)\/(l - P)]dp
J o

^72|log(l -r)| S£8(l -r)-«.

From the equation F"(w)=fk+»(z)[x'(w)]2+fk+»(z)x"(w), \w\ <1, it thus

follows that | F"(w)\ gi4/(l—r). Hence by Theorem 2.1 we have F(w)EZA

on \w\ =1, and by Theorem 3.4 we have/(W(z)EZA on C; thus/(z) EZ\ on C.

We consider next the relation between the classes Zk and Z\.

Theorem 3.6. ie¿ C be an analytic Jordan curve. A necessary and sufficient

condition that f(z)=u(z)-\-iv(z) belong to class Z\ on C is that u(z) belong to

class Zk on C.

Suppose k = 0. The necessity of the condition is then obvious. Conversely,

if u(z)EZ on C, it follows from Theorem 3.2 that u[x(w)]EZ on \w\ =1.

Hence by Theorem 2.2, f[x(w)]EZA on \w\ =1, and thus by Theorem 3.2,

f(z) EZA on C.
Now suppose k^l. Let the equation of C in terms of arc-length s be

z = t(s).   If f(z)EZ\   on   C,   then   all   the   functions  f»(z)   and   t('+1)(s)
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0 = 0, 1, • • • , k — X) satisfy a Lipschitz condition in 5 of order unity and hence

a condition of form (1.2) on C. Thus from the equations

-^ = /'(z)V(s),
ds

ds2
= f"(z)[r'(s)]2+f'(z)T"(s),

and from Theorem 3.3 it follows that dkf/dsk, and hence dku/dsk, satisfies a

condition of form (1.2).

Conversely, if u(z)(EZk, k^X, then by Theorem 3.2, dku[x(w)]/dsk£.Z on

|w| =1. Hence from the equations

du

de

du   ds

ds  de

d2u       d2u I ds\

de2 "" ds2\de)

d2u /ds\2     du   d2s

ds   de2

we obtain u(z)^Zk on \w\ =1. Thus by Theorem 2.2 it follows that/[x(w)]

£Z¿ on |w| =1; application of Theorem 3.4 completes the proof.

We note that the proof of Theorem 3.6 requires much less than the an-

alyticity of C. It is sufficient that C be of Type G and that r(W(s), dks/d9k be

continuous and satisfy a condition of form (1.2).

Theorem 3.7. Let C be a curve of Type G; letf(z) &ZA on C. Then if Z\, z2,

and (zi+z2)/2 lie in C we have

\f(zi)+f(zi) -2/[(zi + z2)/2]|
á L.

Zl  —  02

Setf[x(w)] = F(w); zk=x(wk). If *i, z2, and (zt+z2)/2 lie in C, we have

f(zi)+f(z2)-2f[(zi + z2)/2]\

Zi — z2

Wi — w2 \F(wi) + F(wi) - 2F[(wi +'w2)/2]

Zl  —  Z2

+ 2

Wi — w2

f[(zi + Zi)/2] - f[x((wi+ w2)/2)]\

Wi — w2

From the hypothesis on C we have | wx — w2\ /| Zi —z2| áZ«ii by Theorems 3.4

and 2.3 the first term in the braces is bounded; by Theorem 1.3 the function
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/(z) satisfies on Ca Lipschitz condition in s and hence in z of order 1/(1+«),

where a is the constant of Definition 3.1; then [Sewell 1, Theorem 1.2.7] the

function/(z) satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order 1/(1 +a) in C. Hence the

second term in braces is not greater than

L2 ]x(wi) + x(wí) - 2x[(wi + Wi)/2] |v«+«y | an — w»|.

But

x(wi) + x(w2) - 2x[(wi + w2)/2]

/. w

(10

s Mi r

x'(f)-x'[f-(^2- wi)/2]\\dï\
l+W2)/2

ie>2 — wi \"   ¿H g Af2   Wi w21

(u>l+u>2)/2

Theorem 3.7 now follows.

In the converse direction we prove

Theorem 3.8. £e¿ C be a Jordan curve with equation z = r(s), where s denotes

arc-length measured along C. Suppose t'(s) exists and satisfies a Lipschitz con-

dition of order unity. Let f(z) be analytic interior to C and continuous in C.

Suppose

f(zi)+f(z2)-2f[(zi + z2)/2]
(3.4) -   g 7,

zi — z2

provided Zi, z2, a«¿ (zi+z2)/2 lie in C. Then f(z)EZA on C.

Let M>1 be a constant such that |t'(-?i) — t'(s2)| úM\si — s2\. Let u(s)

denote the angle which the positively directed tangent to C at z = t(s) makes

with the x-axis. Then u(s) satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order unity in s,

for we have |t'(s)| =1, <o(s) = — i log t'(s), and hence if |Aj| gl/2IT we

have

| a(s + As) - «(*) I = log
r'(s + As)

r'(s)

t'(s + As) - t'(s)
1 +

1 t'(s + As) - t'(s)

r'(s)

CO

g M j As | 2Z \/n2n~l g 237 | Aj |

r'(s)
+

Hence it follows [Seidel 1, p. 217] that there exists a constant S0, 0<50gl,

such that through each point P of C there is a circle tangent to C at P with

radius So, whose closed interior lies in C. It is clearly sufficient to prove in-

equality (1.2) for h sufficiently small. We henceforth assume 0^h^5o/4.M.
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The point fon the inner normal to Catr(s) which is such that|f — t(s)\ =r¡

is Ç=r(s)+ir)T'(s). Set af¡=T(s-h)+p.2MhÍT'(s-h), b^=T(s)+p2Mhir'(s),

cll=T(s+h)+ß2MhiT'(s+h), where p = 0, X, 2. The circle T; \z-b2\ =4Mhis

tangent to C at t(s) and lies in C. The points a\, a2, Ci, and c2 lie in T for

J ai — b2 J ̂  | ai — a21 + J a2 — b2 j

á 2MA + | t(s) - t(s - h)\+ 4Mh J t'(s) - t'(s - h) | g 4M A,

J Cl — 62 |   ̂  I Cl -  C2 I  + j C2 — 02 I

^ 2MA + J r(i) - t(s+ h)\ + AMh \ r'(s) - t'(s + k) | á 4MA,

since 4MA^1.

Hence we have

|/[r(i+A)]+/[r(5- A)]-2/[r(s)]|

- I /(co) + /(ao) - 2/(i.) I Si I /(Co) + f(c2) - 2f(ci) I

+ I /(ao) + /(«*) - 2/(ai) I + I /(a2) + f(c2) - 2f[(a2 + Cj)/2] J

+ 2 I f(ai) + /(Cl) - 2/[(ai + c¡)/2] | + 2 | /(62) + f(b0) - 2/(60 |

+ 2 ] /(&,) - /[(a, + c2)/2] I + 4 I /(*0 - f[(ai + Cl)/2] |.

The first three terms of the last member are by hypothesis each not greater

than 42, MA; the fourth and fifth terms are each not greater than 8LMh. By

Theorems 1.3 and 2.3 the function/(z) satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order

3/4 in the closed region \z— [t(s)+í8ot'(s)]\ tZ50. The Lipschitz constant

here can be chosen to be independent of s; compare Zygmund's proof of

Theorem 1.3. Hence we have

I /(*«) - f[(a2 + c2)/2] \SMz\bi- (ai + c2)/2 |3'4,

I /(ii) - /[(«i + ci)/2] I g Mz j bi - (ai + Ci)/2 |3'4.

Furthermore,

2 j ¿2 - (a, + c2)/2 \^\r(s+ h) + r(s - h) - 2t(s) |

+ 4MA[ I r'(s) - t'(s + A) I + I t'(s - A) - t'(s) |]

I t'(s) - r'(i - A) I ds + 8M2A2 á 9M2A2;
s

2) 61 - («1 + ci)/2| S 5M2A2.

The theorem follows.

4. Problem a. If C consists of a finite number of mutually exterior recti-

fiable Jordan curves, we say u(z)Q.Zk[f(z)ÇLZ\] on C i{.u(z)ÇEZk[f(z)Ç.ZA]

on each component of C; we denote by C the sum of the closed interiors of

these curves. Problem a here is the study of polynomial approximation on C

to functions which belong to classes Zk and ZA on C.
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Theorem 4.1. 7,e¿ C consist of a finite number of mutually exterior analytic

Jordan curves. Let u(z)EZk on C. Set f(z) —u(z)-\-iv(z) where v(z) is conjugate

to u(z). Then there exist polynomials irn(z) in z such that

| f(z) - Tn(z) | g L/nk+1, z on C.

Here and subsequently we write "there exist polynomials" rather than

"for each «,« = 1,2, • • • , there exists a polynomial of degree «." The degree

of a polynomial ir„(z), pn(z), or qn(z) will always be indicated by its subscript.

By Theorem 3.6, f(z) EZA on C. Let C consist of the mutually exterior

curves Tv, v = \, ■ ■ • , X; let z = xÁw) map w\ <1 onto the interior of Y,.

Then by Theorem 3.4, f[xr(w)]EZA on \w =1. If w = reie, it follows that

dkf[x,(w)]/ddk satisfies a condition of form (1.1) on \w\ =1. The results of

Zygmund [l, Theorem 7 and §5] together with a method used by Walsh,

Sewell, and Elliott [l, Theorem 8.1] now yield the desired conclusion.

In the study of the converse problem we use the following definition:

Definition 4.1. A curve C is said to be of Type D if

(i) C is a rectifiable Jordan curve whose arc and chord are infinitesimals of

the same order ; and

(ii) there exists a number ôo > 0 such that if P is any point of C, there is a

circle of radius So through P whose closed interior lies in C.

We shall need the following two theorems [Walsh, Sewell, and Elliott 1,

Theorems 7.2, 7.4], of which the first is essentially due to Szegö:

Theorem 4.2. Let C be a curve of Type D. 7,e¿ 7r„(z) be a polynomial in z of

degree n. If |3î[tt„(z)]| ^K, z on C, then ¡ir^z)] ^Kn/ôo, z on C, where ô0 is

the constant which occurs in Definition 4.1.

Theorem 4.3. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 4.2 we have

| 7T„(zi) — 7T„(z2) | iï LKn | zi — z21, Zi, z2 on C,

where L depends only on C.

As a converse to Theorem 4.1 we prove

Theorem 4.4. Let C be a curve both of Type D and of Type G. 7,e¿ u(z) be

defined in C; suppose there exist harmonic polynomials pn(z) such that

(4.1) | u(z) - pn(z) | ^ L/nk+\ z on C.

Setf(z) =u(z)-\-iv(z), where v(z) is conjugate to u(z). Then f(z) EZA on C.

Let Zo be a point interior to C. Set -irn(z) = pn(z)+iqn(z), where qn(z) is

conjugate to pn(z), q„(zo)=v(zo).

Consider first the case k = 0. From (4.1) we obtain

(4.2) | p2m+i(z) - p2™(z) | á 2L/2m, z on C.

Set gm(z) =7r2m+1(z)— 7T2m(z). By (4.2) and Theorem 4.2 we have
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(4.3) \gn(z)\^Li, zonC.

Suppose C has the equation z = r(s), where s denotes arc-length measured

along C. Then from (4.3) and Theorem 4.3 we obtain

| gm[r(s +h)] + gm[r(s - h)] - 2gm[r(s)]\

dt
(4.4)

á J'      | gL[r(ï)] - gL[r(j: - h)]

^ L22<*+if      | r(f) - r(r -*)]#£ ¿rf«*1*2

We write by virtue of (4.1)

JU 00

U(z)   =   ¿>2(z)   +   23  [/>2»+l(z)  —  /,2»(Z)] +     2    [Pv+l(z)   —  Pv"(¿)],
«1=1 m=/i-fl

where p is a positive integer to be determined later. We have |/>2(z)| ^7,4, z

on C; hence by Theorem 4.3

I r2[r(s + h)] + t2[t(s - h)] - 2ir2[r(s)] \

S | »*[r(i + *)] - t2[t(s)]\ + | T,[r(i - h)] - r2[r(s)]\

?S 761 r(i + A) - r(s) \+L6\r(s- h)- t(s) | £ £, | ft j.

From (4.5), (4.4), and (4.2) respectively we thus obtain

J u[t(s + h)] + u[t(s - h)] - 2u[t(s)] I

(4.6) ^77| h\ + Lzh2¿Z 2m+l + 8L £ 2—
m=l m=/*+l

S Zr| *| + Ls2^h2 + L9/2"+\

Let/i, 0<A<l/2, be arbitrary but fixed. Choose p such that 2-"-' ^h<2~"; it

follows that u(z)EZ on C.

Hence by the remark following Theorem 3.6, f(z)EZA on C, which com-

pletes the proof for the case k = 0.

Suppose now ft^l. Then [Walsh, Sewell, and Elliott 1, Theorem 8.3]

inequality (4.1) implies \f(lc)(z) ~7rn)(z)\ úM/n, z on C. Theorem 4.4 now

follows for k^l by the case k = 0 just established.

If in Theorem 4.4 we assume the existence of polynomials in z which ap-

proximate to f(z) with a degree l/«*+1, then the conclusion may be estab-

lished without requiring that C be of Type G:

Theorem 4.5. 7e¿ C be a curve of Type D. Letf(z) be defined in C; suppose

there exist polynomials Tn(z) in z such that

| f(z) - Tn(z) | g L/nk+1, z on C.
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Thenf(z)£ZA on C.

We write

f(z)   =   Ti(Z) +  E gm(z) +    £   gm(z).
m= 1 m=p-\-1

Inequalities (4.4) and (4.5) were established without using the hypothesis

that C be of Type G. We have | gm(z) \ ¿2L/2m. The conclusion follows from

the analogue of (4.6).

5. Problem ß. Let C consist of a finite number of mutually exterior

Jordan curves. Let w=<p(z), with inverse z=\p(w), map the complement of C

conformally (not necessarily uniformly) onto \w\ >1 so that the points at

infinity in the two planes correspond to each other. Denote by Cr the locus

|$(z)| =i?>l lying exterior to C. In Problem ß we study polynomial ap-

proximation on C to functions which belong to classes Zk, ZA, and related

classes on Cr, R>X. We shall use

Definition 5.1.4 contour is a point set C consisting of the mutually exterior

Jordan curves C\, C2, • • ■ , Cx having the properties

(i) each C¡ has a tangent at every point ;

(ii) the function

(5.1) log
\f-(w) — \p(w')

w — w

for each possible definition ofip(w) and xp(w') is locally bounded in the two-dimen-

sional sense for \w\ =1 and \w'\ ^1 in a neighborhood of each point of con-

tinuity ofif/(w);
(iii) the function (5.1) satisfies, on each arc y¡ of y: \w\ =1 corresponding

to a curve C¡ of C, a Lipschitz condition of order unity in w, uniformly with

respect to w' on any closed arc of \w'\ =1 interior to a yk.

We establish

Theorem 5.1. Let C and Cr, R>X, be contours. Let u(z)Çz.Zk on Cr. Set

f(z) =u(z)-\-iv(z), where v(z) is conjugate to u(z). Then there exist polynomials

7T„(z) such that

| f(z) - TTn(z) I S L/nk+lR", z on C.

The conclusion of Theorem 5.1 has been established [Walsh, Sewell, and

Elliott 1, Theorem 10.1 ] under the stronger hypothesis that dku/dsk satisfies

a Lipschitk condition of order unity on C. The proof given there is valid for

the present theorem if in place of Theorem 8.1 [of Walsh, Sewell, and Elliott

1 ] we apply Theorem 4.1 of the present paper.

We shall use also the following definition [Walsh, Sewell, and Elliott 1,

§9]:
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Definition 5.2. 4 curve C is said to be of Type Bif C is a rectifiable Jordan

curve such that for some q>0 the integral fc[ßg(zo, z)/dv]~qds exists, where

g(zo, z) is Green's function for the interior of C with pole at the point Za, and v is

the inner normal.

This requirement on g(zo, z) is independent of Zo-

As a converse to Theorem 5.1 we prove(8)

Theorem 5.2. Let C be a curve of Type B; suppose that u(z) is defined on C-

Let harmonic polynomials pn(z) exist such that

) u(z) - pn(z) j á M/nk+2Rn, zonC, R> X.

Set f(z)=u(z)-\-iv(z), where v(z) is conjugate to u(z). Then f(z)Ç^Z\ on Cr.

By a method previously used [Walsh, Sewell, and Elliott 1, Theorem 10.3]

we obtain

| f(z) - «•,(*) | S Mi/«*+1, z on CR,

where irn(z) =pn(z)+iqn(z), g„(z) a suitable conjugate of pn(z). Theorem 5.2

now follows from Theorem 4.4.

By the use of properties of functions due to Hardy and Littlewood, Walsh

and Sewell [l ] introduce a category of classes defined for all integers p, posi-

tive, negative, or zero, of functions analytic interior to 7: \w\ =1. The func-

tion/(z) is said to belong to the class L(p, X) on 7 (p<0) if and only if/(z) is

analytic interior to 7 and

j f(reis) j ¿ M(l - r)"+l, 0 < r < 1;

the function/(z) is said to belong to the class L'(p, 1) on 7 (p^—X) if and

only if f(z) is analytic interior to 7 and/(p+2)(z) £L( — 2, 1). Thus by Theorem

2.1 the classes Z\ and L'(p, 1) are identical, pl^O. If f(z)£L'(p, X), p^O,
then (loc. cit.) f(l'+2+k) (z) is of class L( — 2 — k, X), and the ¿th indefinite integral

of f(z) is of class L'(p-\-k, X). That is to say, we have a sequence of classes

• • ■ ,L(-3, X),L(-2, X),L'(-X, 1),L'(0, X)=ZA,L'(X, X)=Z\, • • • ; for
a function which belongs to any of these classes on 7, the derivative belongs

to the next lower class and the indefinite integral to the next higher class.

These classes are extended to more general curves by conformai mapping.

Let C be a Jordan curve and let z = x(w) map | w\ <X onto the interior of C.

The function/(z) is said to be of class L(p, 1), p<0, or L'( — X, X) on C if

f[x(w)] is of class L(p, 1) or L'( — 1, 1), respectively, on \w\ =X;f(z) is said

to be of class L'(p, 1), ^0,onC if f(z) is of class Z\ on C. Walsh and Sewell

[l] define the class L'(p, X), p^—X, only for C an analytic Jordan curve; in

(8) Here and in following similar situations we assume that if u{z) or/(z) is not originally

supposed to be defined on the entire point set considered, the supplementary definition is to be

made by means of the convergent series of polynomials, which is equivalent to defining «(z) by

harmonic continuation and/(z) by analytic continuation.
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this case the equivalence of the definition of L'(p, 1), p^O, given there,

and the definition given here, is a consequence of Theorem 3.4; for p= — 1

the two definitions are identical.

It is shown (loc. cit.) that if C is an analytic Jordan curve and if f(z) is of

class L(p, 1) or L'(p, 1) on Cr according as p ^ —2 or p> —2, then there exist

polynomials 7rn(z) which converge to/(z) on C with the degree of approxima-

tion 1/Rnnp+1. Reciprocally, if there exist polynomials 7r„(z) which converge

to f(z) on C with the degree of approximation 1/Rnnp+2, then on Cr the

function f(z) is of class L(p, 1) or L'(p, 1) according as we have p^—2 or

p>-2.
Thus the set of classes Z\ admits of a natural extension to negative k; the

conclusion of Theorem 5.1 has previously been established [for example

Walsh and Sewell 1, §7] for the extended set of classes if C is a contour con-

sisting of a single Jordan curve, but without relating the classes to a condi-

tion of form (1.2). We proceed to indicate the properties expressed in Theorem

5.2 for the extended set of classes (k<0) where C is now no longer analytic.

A preliminary theorem is needed:

Theorem 5.3. 7,e¿ C be a Jordan curve in the z-plane; let z = x(w) map the

interior of y: \ w\ =1 onto the interior of C; suppose x'(w) is continuous and

different from zero on \w\ ¿ 1. ie¿ a family of mutually disjoint analytic Jordan

curves C(p) interior to C be defined for all values of p in an interval pof=p<pi

by an equation of the form C(p): \$(z)\ =p, where ^(z) is analytic in a deleted

neighborhood of C interior to C, and is continuous in the closure of that neighbor-

hood with |4>(z)| =pi on C, and where &'(z) exists and is continuous and dif-

ferent from zero in the closure of that neighborhood. The function í>(z) «ee¿ not

be single-valued provided | $>(z) |  is single-valued.

Then a necessary and sufficient condition that a function f(z) analytic interior

to C satisfy the inequality

(5.2) \f[x(w)]\^Lo(\-\w\)°, <r<0,

is that f(z) satisfy the inequality (pa^p<pi)

(5.3) \f(z)\^L(pi- p)°, zonC(p),

where L is independent of p.

The essential content of Theorem 5.3 is merely that a condition of form

(5.3) is independent of the particular function 4>(z) in terms of which the C(p)

are defined, under suitable continuity conditions on C and $(z).

The function <£ [x(w) ] is analytic in a deleted neighborhood of y interior to

7, and is continuous in the closure of that neighborhood with |<ï>[x(w)]| =pi

on 7; moreover d<b[x(w)]/dw exists and is continuous and different from zero

in the closure of that neighborhood. Consequently it is sufficient to choose, as

we do, C identical with y, and the z and w-planes identical.
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Assume first (5.2) to be satisfied. Let p be given, poS=p<Pi; let IF be the

point (or one of the points) on C(p) which is farthest from the origin; thus

C(p) lies in the closed region |w|^|lF|. The inequality |/[x(w)]|

i=2,o(l — | W\)' is valid on the circle \w\ = | IF!, hence is valid on C(p). By

the existence and continuity of $'(w) it follows that $(w) satisfies a Lip-

schitz condition of order unity in a closed neighborhood of C in C, so we have

for w in that closed neighborhood | 3>(w) — <Í>(1F)| SLi\w— W\. We choose

now w=Wi on the half-line from w = 0 through W and on C, whence for p

sufficiently near pi,

Pl- p = \\ 4>(w¡) | - | $(IF) | j ^ j $(IFi) - $(W) |

SLi\ Wi- W\ =7i(l - r),

from which (5.3) follows.

Assume now (5.3) to be satisfied; let r be given (0<r<l), let the circle

\w\ =r lie in the neighborhood of C considered, and let p be max | $(w) | on

the circle \w\ =r; thus in some point IF we have [ $(IF) | =p, \W\ =r. On the

circle \w\ =r we have 14>(w) | i£p, so \w\ =r lies in the closed interior of

C(p), and on |w| =r we have (5.3). The function w = i>(w) maps a deleted

neighborhood of C in a locally one-to-one manner onto a deleted neighbor-

hood of I «I —px't the map is continuous and conformai in the closed region

involved. Thus the image of the deleted neighborhood of C covers at least

once a neighborhood of |w| =pi, since $'(w)¿¿0 on C. Let IF2 be the point

on C: \w\ =1 and on the orthogonal trajectory through IF of the curves

C(p), whence arg [í>(PF2)] =arg [$(IF)]; thus | 3>(W2) -<S>(W) | =px-p. Since

$'(w) is bounded from zero we may write for r sufficiently near unity

\Wi- W\SL2\ $(W,) - $(W) j,

\-r^\Wi-W\ SL2(pi- p),

from which (5.2) follows.

Theorem 5.2 for the classes Z\ is complemented by

Theorem 5.4. Let C be a curve of Type B ; let u(z) be defined in C. Let there

exist harmonic polynomials pn(z) such that

(5.4) ] u(z) - pn(z) | ^ M/n»+2Rn,      z onC, R > X, p < 0.

Set f(z) =u(z)-\-iv(z), where v(z) is conjugate to u(z). Then f(z)Çz_L(p, X) on

CBifpS-2andf(z)GL'(-X, X) on CRifp=-X.

We obtain from (5.4)

(5.5) | Pn+i(z) - pn(z) | S Mo/(n + X)»+2R\ z on C.

Let zo be a point interior to C; set 7r„(z) =pn(z)+iqn(z), where q„(z) is conju-

gate to pn(z), qn(zo) =v(zo). From (5.5) we obtain [Walsh, Sewell, and Elliott
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1, Theorem 9.6] for z on Cn, where po is fixed with Kp0<T?, and hence

[Walsh 1, p. 77] for z on C„, po<p,

(5.6) | 7Tn+1(z) - *•„(*) | g Mip"+V(« + \y+2Rn;

here Mi depends on p0 but not on p. The analyticity interior to C„ p<R, of

f(z) =7r2(z)+X)n=2 kn+i— ■""«] is immediate.

If ££-2, it follows [cf. Sewell 1, p. 167] from (5.6) that \f(z)\
SM2(R-p)'+\ z on C„. Hence by Theorem S.3,f(z)EL(p, 1) on CB,p^-2.

If p= — 1, we obtain from (5.6) and Theorem 4.2

| ri+ii» - r»(s) | á M3(p/Tc)«+1, z on C„;

here as in the proof of (5.6) we may choose Mz independent of p. Hence (cf.

the proof of Theorem 8.3 [Walsh, Sewell, and Elliott l])

| f(t) \eM, + Ms¿ (p/Ry+1 á Mb/(R - p), z on C„.
71=2

It now follows from Theorem 5.3 and the definition of L'( — 1, 1) that/(z)

EL'( — 1, 1) on Cr. The proof of Theorem 5.4 is complete.

The classes L'( — 1, 1) and L(p, 1), p^—2, are extended to a set C con-

sisting of a finite number of mutually exterior Jordan curves precisely as were

the classes ZA.

The methods of proof of Theorems 5.2 and 5.4 [see Walsh 1, p. 77] yield

Theorem 5.5. Let C consist of a finite number of mutually exterior Jordan

curves and let Cr be a contour. Let f(z) be defined in C, and let there exist poly-

nomials TTn(z) such that

j f(z) - Tn(z) j á M/n'+2Rn, z on C.

Then on CBwehavef(z)EZAifp^O,f(z)EL'(-l, 1) if p = -l,f(z)EL(p, 1)

if PS-2.

For the special case that C is the unit circle, Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 can be

proved directly, by various methods. Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 do not explicitly

contain results on approximation on the line segment — 1 ̂  z ̂  1, but such

results are easily established by methods previously devised [Walsh, Sewell,

and Elliott 1, Theorems 10.2 and 11.2]. We say that a function u(z) belongs

to the class L'b( — 1, 1) or L¡¡(k, 1) for k< — 1 on an analytic Jordan curve C

if u(z) is harmonic interior to C and if the corresponding function f(z)=u(z)

-\-iv(z) analytic interior to C belongs to the corresponding class L'( — l, 1) or

L(k, 1) on C.

Theorem 5.6. Let u(z)EZk for k^O or L'H(-1, 1) for k= -1 or LH(k, 1)
for k< — l on the ellipse Cr whose foci are z = +1 a«¿ whose semi-sum of axes is

R(>1). Setf(z) =u(z)+iv(z), where v(z) is conjugate to u(z) in Cr. If P„(z) is
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the unique polynomial in z of degree n which interpolates tof(z) in the «+1 roots

of the polynomial cos [(« + 1) cos-1 z], then

| f(z) - Pn(z) j S M/nk+1Rn, - 1 á z á 1.

Theorem 5.7. Let u(z) be defined on the interval — l^z^l, and let there

exist real polynomials pn(z) in z such that (R>X)

j u(z) - pn(z) | g M/nk+2Rn, - X ^ z S X.

Then u(z) can be defined with u(z)=u(z) so as to be of class Zk for A^O or

L'n( — X, X) for k — — 1, or L¡i(k, X) for k < — 1 on the ellipse Cr whose foci are

+ X and whose semi-sum of axes is R.

In Theorem 5.7 of course the analytic function /(z) =u(z)-\-iv(z), where

v(z) is conjugate to u(z) chosen as above, is of the class corresponding to that

of u(z) on Cr; the function v(z) satisfies the equation v(z) = —v(z).

On the interval — 1 ̂  z i= 1 we have

Pn(z) m Pn(x) = ¿ a*x* =. ¿ akdt[zk] m 9î[£ akzk], 3[£ akzk] m 0.
i i

Thus on that interval we may interpret pn(z) either as pn(x), or as the values

of the polynomial ir„(z) a ^a*z*, or as the values of the harmonic polynomial

¿>n(s)=9ît2>*S*].
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